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The fourth largest sector in the economy that generates innovative ideas, 
industry trends, customer interaction and preferences lean manufacturing 
processes, regulatory environment and adapting to change and 
technology. South Africa has a reasonable manufacturing base even 
though we are highly dependent on imports and local manufacturers are 
still facing challenges of penetrating the market and remaining competitive 
against international rivals. 

Supply chain management for FMCG has assisted companies deliver 
effectiveness and efficiency through flexible practices, robust and 
responsive value adding chain while gaining a competitive edge. The 
nature of FMCG drives companies to ensure visibility, frequency, 
availability, affordability, responding to the demand on the right quality with 
a strong brand loyalty to the right time and at the right place. Globalisation 
and E-Commerce has enabled companies to forecast and predict market 
trends globally and enabled the end user to be part of the purchases 
anywhere in the world. Such revolutions and extensive expansion has 
called out for massive human innovation and exquisite talent from a broad 
spectrum of backgrounds.
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Understanding the Industry

 Production Efficiency 

 Workforce Safety

 Quality Assurance

 Production Chain

 Lean Process

 Procurement

 Market Mix

 Strategy

 Brand Analysis

Industrial Engineering

 Inventory Strategy

 Reverse Logistics

 Location and Storage

 E-Commerce

 Demand Management

 Outsourcing

 Transport Management Systems

 Route Planning

 Modal Integration

Logistics and Transport



Talent Gap

A wonderful serenity has taken 

possession of my entire soul, like 

these sweet mornings

Digital Product

The skills shortage of Africa remains critical, evident from the 

industry surveys that the skills shortage of the Supply Chain has not 

been significantly alleviated over the past few years.

The problem is not just about the skills but acquiring the right 

balance of abilities. Communication between borders, supplier 

collaboration and keeping up with the rapid evolvement of 

technology. Countries have failed to educate their indigenous 

workforce to produce skills that are demanded in the production 

sector which leads to the mismatch between supply and demand 

(Zemanski, 2009).
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Talent Strategy

A wonderful serenity has taken 

possession of my entire soul, like 

these sweet mornings

Digital Product

2.543
Clients 

Companies should align the philosophy of the new Supply Chain 

Models. The demand for multi-talented professionals is predicted to 

expand, and to meet that demand, companies should empower 

current workforce and thriving employee engagement. Mobility, 

technology and collaboration tools are essential and everyday 

employee functions and executives must reinforce new behaviours 

and mindsets throughout the talent development lifecycle. 

To fill the roles of the intrapreneurs and innovators, companies need 

to identify exceptional talent, and strategic outsourced search 

strategies proves a valuable and cost effective tool to onboard and 

build a powerful workforce, increasing the demand of specialist 

industry centric talent practitioners. Competitive and qualified 

individuals are an enormous assets to the supply chain function, 

bringing new thinking, strong analytics skills, and innovative ideas to 

increase efficiency and productivity with digital technologies. 
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Why Chose Us
Talent Intelligence
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We comprehensively understand the industry, your talent market and strong competitor intelligence. As an organization, we have systemized 

processes that supports ongoing research, cross-functional networking and technical tools that encourage all our business partners boost some of 

the most recognized and talented workforces’. We are specialist supply talent practitioners and asset strong knowledge of your core business, or 

specialist profession and merge our clients brand to the ASC principles

. 

Analyze Strategize
Match

Deliver Return



Specialist Desk
Supply
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Ambitious and focused team, academically 

qualified in Logistics. Effectively trained and 

experienced across diverse technical talent 

acquisition methodologies and strategies for 

functional organizations

About Us

supply.projects@asc-group.co.za

+2711 027 3310
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Lonehill, Johannesburg
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